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Leaving SCOTOMAVILLE

For decades I have explored to understand
Why I Do What I Do. I cycled across America on three such journeys with a purpose.
‘Know Thyself’ has been regarded as a
luxury, but I see it as a full-out competition,
a significant challenge people face when
handicapped with blind spots.
Explorers rarely head out of a tent with sufficient experience, guidance, and resources,
and yet we’re hopeful, much like the Fiat
500 with our belongings strapped to our
back. We experience “all manner of unforeseen incidents and meetings and material assistance, which no man could have
dreamt would have come his way.”
In the end, the story of our journey is the
fuel for future challenges we conquer. So
I believe Scotomaville will support YOUR
‘Personal Everest,’ giving you the courage
and confidence to champion the rapidly
accelerating change ahead.
September 22, 2022
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Daniel believes; “The greatest expedition you

■ BACKGROUND - WWDWWD

will ever undertake is the journey to self-understanding.” He is a respected husband, father,

entrepreneur, and Navy Veteran. He’s demonstrated decades of sacrificial commitment to
human achievement by working with veterans
and business owners using core principles,
perseverance, and resourcefulness.
Angelina is the wife of a highly functioning Asperger (me) and co-founder with me of Intelligent Netware. She is twice awarded by the U.S.
S.B.A. In 2004, she sustained a TBI five days
before filming for the Apprentice III. Currently,
she’s launching her Wellness by Choice Show,
Expo, and Magazine as a mom with a mission - bent on educating and empowering the
masses on how to live smarter and healthier.
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Most people respond to chaos and stress with
coping mechanisms, amygdala hijackings,
and reactive behavior. For some of us, curiosity dominates. We want to know “Why We Do
What We Do.” and are committed to exploring
the unknown... to ‘Know Thyself’. The Author
cycled across America three times asking this.
The pandemic has challenged us with hardships, losses, setbacks,
missed opportunities, and personal drama. (1) Americans are
weary of rapidly accelerating change.
We are flooded with messaging that games our biological and
psychological bents (2). Emotions easily overwhelm our reasoning
to control our actions. We’re further conflicted by being 100%
wrong 50% of the time. (3) (4)
We’re hoodwinked and bamboozled by tech, media, and popular
narratives using trickery, flattery, and omission. (5) The adage to
‘Know Thyself’ is no longer a luxury. It’s become a full-out competition with supercomputers pointed at our brains. (6)

■ METHODS - IMPARTATION
The Scotomaville program utilizes an IMPARTATION METHODOLOGY to guide you in
self-reflection via video modeling. In addition,
the online platform supports the transformation by nurturing you through the community
development process: I Do - You Watch, We
Do - We Watch, You Do - I Watch
•

(I Do - You Watch)

The authors have unique insights as owners of a media,
marketing, and web technology firm since ‘97 (before Google). (7) By video journaling their ‘journey with a purpose’,
they demonstrate the use of 15 mental tools, simple tests,
and insights that help to overcome day-to-day challenges.
With a smartphone participants can mimic the resiliency of
Daniel and Angelina to advance, despite challenges, as they
champion a decades-long recovery from a Traumatic Brain
Injury, PTSD, financial setbacks, lost opportunities, and
chronic stress.

•

(We Do - We Watch)

The thirty episodes, and chapters of the 335-page guide,
are cross-linked by QR codes to an online discussion for
subscribers. Peer support, mentoring, and 1-on-1 private
ticketing with the author(s) are available. Participant and
sponsor recognition is optional across the syndication of
4500+ websites. (8)

•

(You Do - I Watch)

Upcoming are base camp summits, private retreats, and
physical expeditions for leaders. With a licensed platform,
a certified leader can facilitate individuals and groups to
“follow in the way which they began”.

Personal transformation begins with awareness of one’s
physical and mental self. When combined with understanding, support, and discipline, incremental character change
transforms one’s beliefs, attitudes, and behavior.
By demonstrating that our gut and brain are interdependent, that sleep and stress affect choices, and that going
alone is dangerous, SCOTOMAVILLE gives insights and
examples for others to mimic while gaming their inherent
cognitive biases.

■ CONCLUSION - PERSONAL EVEREST
A ‘Personal Everest’ is a journey with a purpose. “But at least learn your inability...
and ask the remedy for it. Learn of those
who have been bound like you... These are
people who know the way which you would
follow, and who are cured of an ill of which
you would be cured. Follow the way by
which they began...“
Blaise Pascal - Pascals Wager (10)
A Personal Everest is a journey with a purpose. It is a self-defined expedition of personal development, with support and
guidance.
SCOTOMAVILLE is an unconventional and effective self-help
model and platform with a convincing challenge: We can
change our life experiences by gaming our own handicaps,
strengthening alliances, challenging our shortcomings and
changing our false beliefs by taking on our Personal Everest.

■ FINDINGS - SELF-GAMING
By climbing a ‘Personal Everest’ and testing
for oneself, the claims of W.H. Murray, and
the Authors that Expeditions are filled with
“unforeseen incidents and meetings and
material assistance, which no one could
have dreamt would have come their way” (9)
you can develop clarity, stability, healing, and
successes by gaming your biases.

(1) https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33711676/
(2) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8402266/
(3) https://www.ted.com/talks/kathryn_schulz_on_being_wrong/transcript
(4) https://www.amazon.co.uk/Yossi-Yassour/e/B08XJNFCNK/
(5) https://www.humanetech.com/who-we-are#team
(6) https://www.wired.com/video/watch/yuval-harari-tristan-harris-humans-get-hacked
(7) https://intelligentnetware.com
(8) https://scotomaville.com/digital-locations
(9) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._H._Murray
(10) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pascal%27s_wager
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MISPERCEPTION
“Would you help? I’m confused. It
looks to me like you have a small
and a large sleeve...”

We have superpowers. One of them is storytelling.

Which sleeve for which cup?
Next time you visit a Starbucks, treat the Barista to
a wonderful insight. They
have four cup sizes and it
looks like they only have
two sleeve sizes.
It’s an illusion blended
with an emotionally rich
request for help.

Treat your Barista to a fabulous insight about storytelling!

I’ve been a Starbucks
Patron. So you might
expect my visits to be
about the coffee. However, I love their sleeves
more than the coffee.
The sleeves create an
opportunity to gift a
life-changing insight in
less than a minute.

Here’s the Story:
“Excuse me Barista, do you
have a moment to clarify my
confusion?”
B: “Sure, I can help.”
“I believe you have three cup
sizes; Tall, Grande, Venti. Is that
right?”
B: “we have 4 cup sizes.”
“OK. It looks to me like you
have two sleeve sizes for all
those cups. So, every time I pull
39

a sleeve out of the rack, I don’t
know which cup it belongs on.”
Align the sleeves as in the photo and point...

“See, you have a smaller and
a larger one. Which one, the
small or large, do I put on the
Grande cup?”
Pointing to either the smaller or larger sleeve...

The Barista will react, often saying; “they didn’t teach us that
in training!”. Then they usually
hand motion to an associate or
manager. “Help? Please?”
Leaving SCOTOMAVILLE

I believe I originated this illusion. It demonstrates “We don’t see things the way
THEY are; we see things the way WE are!”

look closely. the sleeves appear to
be different. they are the same.

I also believe storytelling is a superpower. Story telling has command, at least for now, over
emerging Artificial Intelligence.
Humans can distinguish a ’runny nose’ from
‘smelly feet’. Think about it. Runny nose smelly feet. AI understands that feet run and
noses smell. AI has to be trained on distinction,
metaphor, inference, sarcasm and emotion.
People use words to persuade, mislead, obscure and bloviate. People are teaching AI. It is
simple to tell stories and have people believe
something that’s not true. How about AI?
There is only one sleeve size.

“We don’t see things the way THEY
are; we see things the way WE are!”

Leaving SCOTOMAVILLE
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Next time you go into Starbucks, ask your
Barista for some help. Share this exercise.
The physical sleeves example builds a
bridge to discuss more significant challenges whether you choose politics,
economics, ecology, health and wellness,
sports, transportation, or any complex
subject.
The stories we tell ourselves and the stories we swallow without critical thinking
greatly influence our beliefs. We’re susceptible to tall tales in part for oxytocin
and to confirm ideas with which we have
invested time and attention.

Unfortunately, we learn by correcting mistakes.
By avoiding error, we accept almost anything that
sounds like something we already believe. Then
someone shows us a couple of different-sized
sleeves, and we’re uncomfortably vulnerable.
Stories trigger our emotions. Unfortunately, many
of them initiate an Amygdala Hijacking where
our emotions run away from our common sense.
Emotionally rich narratives that confirm our core
beliefs can exploit and fool us. We can spend
years of our lives volunteering on projects, investing our time and talent on ideas that turn out
not to be true. I know this first hand in ministry,
economic development, personal development,
small business, and core relationships.

We were taught, often though judgment
and shame, that being wrong is bad.

W H AT T O L E A RN

Story telling is a superpower.
Our brains ‘connect’ by sharing stories because our biology
makes us vulnerable while aiming to protect us from danger.
People, and human trained AI
will use it to persuade, lead,
long-con, bamboozle and hood
wink. Get out of Scotomaville!

41
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YOURT
WATCH

https://youtu.be/
VJeP7MJDfJM

Take note to invest more effort looking for counter-balancing stories
and alternative points of view before deciding. Accept a bit less of
emotionally rich stories by becoming more critical with the points and
conclusion other people drop on you.
What stories come to mind that have little evidence, a good deal of
emotion, and have directly affected your attitude and freedom?

REFLECT

https://youtu.be/
fmJrDh2LNNc

RTURN
DISCUSS

Have you got a favorite illusion or been duped and want to share your lesson?

Scan the code to discuss pattern recognition with other readers and the author.
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To Angelina Musik-Comp:
I am deeply grateful for your stamina, patience, and
support as my best friend and business partner. We
have traveled the curves together in good cheer.
You are amazingly resilient and a joyful character to
explore with. I am grateful for your gift of HEALING
matching my expression of UNDERSTANDING!
To you, the reader, and participant:
When I imagined this project, I had a hunch the cost
would be years of commitment - but not four years.
What you might not imagine is that it took me far less
time and angst to create the Wellness by Choice syndication, and the Scotomaville syndication of nearly
twenty five thousand websites.
I believe “The Greatest Expedition you will ever undertake is the Journey to Self-understanding“. This is
because my Personal Everest has been far more rewarding than the technical production I championed
for the marketplace at work.
Cheers to YOUR Greatest Expedition!
Daniel Comp

September 23rd, 2022
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